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OFF-LINE SOFTWARE FOR LARGE EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS 

F. Bruyant 

Natioial Laboratory for High Energy Physics 

Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibarakl-ken, 305, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this report is to emphasize the importance of 

Off-line software for large experimental setups in High Energy Physics 

Simple notions of program structuring, data structuring and software 

organization are discussed in the context of the software developped 

for the European Hybrid Spectrometer. 

(*) The talk at the TRISTAN VENUS meeting 

(**) On the leave from European Organization for Nuclear Research 

CERN/EP 1211 Geneva 23 Switzerland 

KEYWORDS: OFF-LINE SOFTWARE, HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS, URGE EXPERIMENT. 

I. Introduction and Acknowlegements 

Strictly speaking, the off-line software in high energy physics is 

the interface between the data acquisition and the experimental results. 

In the period covering approximately the years 1960 to 1970 off-line 

software was not usually considered as a major task and was not given too 

much 'a priori' thought. Data reduction was one of the many activities 

of a physicist, not separated from data analysis. During that period 

however the huge development of Bubble Chamber techniques has been mostly 

responsible for a change of attitude in the High Energy Physics community 

about matters related to off-line software. The use of bubble chambers 

as facilities by many research institutions from different countries and 

the increasing complexity of the detectors (Gargamelle, Hlrabelle, BEBC,..} 

made it clear that the tasks of off-line software were not coapatible any 

longer with a 'Do it yourself approach. Regarding the evolution in 

Europe, it is one of the merits of Prof. Ch. Feyrou (CERH, TC) during 

those days to have given to some members of his staff as much freedom 

and as much support as possible to think about new concepts for data 

handling and to propose tools which could assist the physicists in the 

design and the development of large size programs. PATCHY and HYDRA 

were conceived during that period. 

In the years 1970-1980, more and more physicists (not all of themt) 

have become convinced of the Importance of off-line software and are 

aware of the special care it requires. Far from considering It as an 

auxiliary task they rather feel it should be the heart of the experiment. 

However, because of budget and man power problems, very often these good 

feelings do not go beyond the declaration of Intention. This is most 

unfortunate. 
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1. 1ntroduction and AcknowleRements 
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ABSTRACT 

Strlctly speaklng， the cff-l1ne software ln high energy physics is 

the interfac:e bet'‘Jeen th包 dataacquisition and the experimenta1 results. 

ln the period coverlng approximate1y the yeara 1960 to 1970 off・11ne

software was not usually considered as a回 jortask and was not given too 

muc:h ・aprlori・thought. Data reduction was one of the many actlVitles 

。fa physlclst， not separated fro~ data analysis. Durlng tbat perlod 

however the huge deve10p~ent of Bubble Cbamber technlquea has been mDstly 

responsible for a change of attitude ln the High Energy Physics c:omml皿lty

about回 ttersrelated to off鳥 Unesoft旬'are. The use of bubble chambers 

as facilities by国 nyre田区chinstitut10ns from different countrlea and 

the increaslng complexity of the detectors (Gargamelle， H1rabelle， BEBC，.・3

made it clear that the tasks of off-line software were not ccmpatible any 

longer wlth a ・Do1t yourself' approach. Regarding the evo1ut1on 1n 

Eurcpe. 1t 1s one of the mer1ts of Prcf. Ch. Peyrou【CEIIN.TC】during

those days to have glv回 to同国 E四，bersof b1s ata1f 88 1IIUch freed01ll 

and as 1IIUch support as posslble to think about new concepts for data 

handllng and to propose toOls whicb could ass1st the physicists 10 the 
(1) __ ~ _~n' (2) 

design and the d制 elopmentof 1ar&e aize progr~B. P~τCllY阻d RYDRA 

were conceived during that period. 

ID the years 1970-1980，回reand回目 phys1c1sts(noc all of th四1)

have become convinced of the importance of off-line 80ftware and are 

aware of the spec1al care it requ1rea. Far fr~ cooslderlng 1t as aD 

aux111ary taqk they rather feel 1t should be the heart of the experimeDt. 

However， because of budget and man power probl~， very OfteD these good 

feelings do not go beyond the declaration nf intentioo.τhis 1s国ost

unfortunate. 

The purpose of th1s report 18 to emphaslze the lmportance of 

Off-l1ne software for large experimental setups ln 81gh Energy Phyoies. 

SI冨 plcnotions of program structuring. data structuring and software 

organization are discussed 1n the context of the soft‘.are deve10pped 
for the European Hybr1d Spectrometer. 

(*) 'rhe ta1k at the 'rRIS'τ且11VENUS meeting 

{帥}伽 the1eave from European Organlzation for Nuclear Research 

CERN!EP 1211 Geneva 23 Swltzerland 

KEYWORDS: OFF-LINE SOFTWARE. 81GH ENERGY PHYSICS， LARCE EXPERlMENT. 
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1 am very glad that you asked me Coday ac KEK Co discuss some 

aspects of off-line software as it shows clearly your concern about this 

matter, and I hope you will succeed in the realisation of the TRISTAN 

projects. 

I would like also to take chis opportunity to express my gratitude 

to Prof. T. Nlshlkawa, Director General of KEK, for his invitation and 

generous-support, 

To Prof. I. Kita, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, 

for his most appreciated kindness in organizing my trip to Japan and 

for his continuous help, 

To Profs. T. Yamagata and T. Hlrose, Tokyo Metropolitan University, 

and to the physicists and students there, for very friendly welcome and 

care. I am especially indebted to Drs. S. Kltamura (THU) and T. Emura 

(TUATT) for guiding my first steps in the discovery of Japan. 

This talk whose purpose is to emphasize the importance of off-line 

software, is divided in three parts: 

- General considerations for off-line software, 

- The EHS setup and off-line software organisation, 

- Some comments about data structures. 

At the end, as an introduction to the discussion that will follow, 

1 will come back to those points which seem essential for the success of 

future experiments. 

II. General Considerations for Off-Line Software 

The approach to off-line software depends closely on the answers 

given to simple questions like, 

what does one expect from a software team? 

what does a software team expect from others? 

and at first, is the concept of a software team relevant at all? 

The opinions expressed here, based on past experience, reflect of 

course personal feelings and are of limited value. However the questions 

themselves are interesting and should be examined with care by every 

person involved in an experiment, in particular by the project leader. 

The answer to the last question, as you may guess, is YES. The 

variety and complexity of the detectors used in high energy physics 
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nowadays require that many people contribute to Che implementation of the 

software. They have to share the work and to make sure that their 

efforts are convergent. This is the definition of a team. For a large 

experimental setup, there is a need for a scrong software team, with 

well defined and well accepted rules. Let's recall briefly Che main 

characteristics of a team and Che minimal set of rules: 

- A team is not the simple addition of independent people. 

- A team needs some continuity, the permanence of some of its members. 

- The activities within a team have to he cootdlnated by one. person. 

- The coordinator has to encourage the delegation of responsibilities. 

- No member should start a major task without 'a priori' consultations, 

at least with the coordinator. 

- Every member is urged to bring suggestions. 

- Every member should feel free to make criticisms. 

Two remarks: 

- These rules do not imply that all people have to work in the same 

place. In practice however, as long as powerful networks are 

not available, the absence of frequent personal contacts is a real 

inconvenience. 

- There is obviously no intellectual hierarchy between the members 

of a team. However, In case of conflict, the coordinator should 

be given the authority to decide one way or another and has to 

assume his responsibility. 

Coming to the first question "what does ONE expect from a software 

team?", the answer depends on who is ONE. 

ONE is a physicist in charge of the construction of some hardware 

component: 

In the early phase the constructor may need 

- Help for the design specifications (acceptance, multi-track 

performance, integration to the setup...) at the time of the 

preparation of the proposal. 

- Guidance for the definition of some tolerances (required survey 

accuracy, default of alignment...). 

Later the constructor might expect 

- Feed back for the evaluation of the quantitative and qualitative 

performance of the hardware. 
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1 am very glad that you adked me today at KEK to discuss some 

aspects of off-l1ne software as 1t shows clearly your concern about th1s 

matter， and 1 hope you 101111 succeed 1n the real1sat10n of the TRlSTAN 

projects. 

1 would 11ke also to take this opportunity to express my gratitude 

to Prof. T. Nlshlkawa， D1rector General of KEK， for hls 1nv1tat10n and 
generous、support，
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and to the physic1sts and students there， for very fr1endly we1c。田eand 

care. I am espec1ally indebted to Drs. S. K1tamura (THU) and T. Emura 

(TUIiπ) for gu1ding my f1rst steps 1n the d1scovery of Japan. 

Th1s talk whose purpose 1s to emphas1ze the 1四Iportanceof off-line 

software， 1s d1v1ded 1n three parts: 
-General cons1derat10ns for off-11ne software， 

-The EHS setup and off-1ine software organ1sat10n， 
-50me comments about data structures. 

At the end， as an 1ntroduct10n to the d1scusslon that wi11 fo110w， 
1 101111 come back to those p01nts wh1ch seem essent1a1 for the success of 

future experiment9. 

11. Genera1 Cons1derat10ns for Off-L1ne Software 

The appl:'oach to off-11ne software depends close1y on the answers 

g1ven to s1mple quest10ns 11ke， 

what does one回 pectfrom a software teaml 

what does a software team expect from others1 

and at f1rst， 1s the concept of a software team relevant at al11 

The op1n1ons expressed here， based on past exper1ence， reflect of 
course personal fee11ngs and are of l1m1ted va1ue. However the quest10ns 

themselves al:'e 1nteresting and should be exam1ned w1th care by every 

per回 n1nvolved in an experiment， in particulpr by the project leader. 

The answer to the last quest10n， a9 you may guess， 1s YES. Tbe 

var1ety and complex1ty of the detectors used 1n blgh energy physics 
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nowadays require that回目ypeople contribute to the implementation of the 

software. They have to share the work ar.d to make sure that their 

efforts are convergent.τhis 18 the defin1tion of a team. For a large 

experimental setup， there 1s a need for a strong software team， vlth 
well defined and well accepted玄ules. Let:・srecall briefly t:he main 

character1stlcs of a team and the minimal set of rules: 

-A team 1s not the simp1e add1tion of 1ndependent peop1e. 

-A team needs some continuity， the permanence of some of 1ts members. 
-The actlvlt1es v1thin a team have to be coardlnated by ane persou. 

-The coord1nator has to encourage the de1egation of respons1bilities. 

-No member should start a回 jortask叫 thout'a pr1arl' causultations， 
at 1ea9t w1th the coord1nator. 

-Every member 1s urged to br1ng suggestious. 

-Every m四 Ibershould fee 1 free to make cr1 ticisms. 

Two I:'emarks: 

ーτheserules do not imp1y that 811 peop1e have to work 1n the same 

p1ace. 1n pract1ce however， as 10ng as powerful networks al:'e 

not ava11able， the absence of frequent persona1 contacts 1s a rea1 

1nconvenience. 

-There 1s obv10us1y no 1nte11ectual hierarchy between the皿 mbers

of a team. However， 1n case of couf11ct， the coord1nator should 
be g1ven the author1ty to dec1de one way or another and has to 

assu血ehi9 respons1b1l1ty. 

Com1ng to the f1rst quest10n "what does ONE回 pectfrom a software 

teaml"， the answer depeolds on who 1s ONE. 
~ is a phY91c1st 1n charge of the construction of some hard回目

component: 

In tbe early phase the construct。玄 mayueed 

-Help for the des1gn spec1f1catfons (accept卸 ce，回1t1・track

perf町田nce，1ntegrat10n to the setup...】atthe t1目。fthe 

preparation of the proposa1. 

-Guidance for the def1n1tion of some to1el:'ances (requ1red survey 

accuracy， default of alignment.・・). 

Later the constructor m1ght回 pect

-Feed back for the evaluation of tbe quantitat1ve and qua11tative 

performance of the hardware. 
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ONE is a physicist interested in the analysis of the program 

results (refered to as physicist): 

The physicist is usually asking for too much, but could reasonably 

expect, 

- Reliability and operational simplicity of the programs. 

- Good documentation. 

- Ease of result Interpretation. 

- Completeness of the production chain. 

- Correctness of the results, which means no wrong Interpretation 

or, in case of doubt, access to the alternative solutions. 

- Accuracy of the results, which means for instance the best estimate 

of the kinematical parameters and of their errors. 

The physicist is also expecting an easy adaptation of the software 

to changes in the hardware or in the running conditions. 

Remark: The above classification is purely artificial. In practice 

it Is frequent that the constructor and the physicist are the same person, 

that the physicist and the programmer are the same person. It turns out 

to be usually much better if it is so. 

Now, the second question "what does a software team expect from 

OTHERS?" The answer depends on who the OTHERS are: 

OTHERS is the project leader: 

The software team (at least its coordinator) expects 

- A strong overall coordination with estimate of the time schedule and 

of the priorities. 

- Then, confidence and support. 

OTHERS are constructors: 

The software team expects 

- Information about the details of construction (including the way 

the survey will be done). 

- Access to the drawings. 

- Information about calibration and monitoring procedures (the 

calibration usually requires special runs, the monitoring is 

a quasi continuous process during the data taking). 
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OTHERS are those responsible Ear data taking: 

In the early phase of the project, the software team expects 

- A two-way communication with the on-line experts to prepare a 

clean interface, which should also contain the key for an 

unambiguous understanding of the data (correspondanee between 

a logical component and the physical component used at any one 

time, read-out conventions..). 

- The guarantee that data will be available for all required special 

studies. 

And, during the run, 

- Some control of quality of the data recorded (this being partly 

also an off-line responsibility). 

- An accurate report of any action taken deliberately, or of the 

occurence of any abnormal events, which could affect the interpretation 

of the data (automatic log book) 

OTHERS are physicists: 

The software team expects from them 

- As much light as possible on the physics aims (when known!)-

- Some patience when the production starts, as it is very usual 

that things look very bad at first and improve considerably, 

within a few days, once the programs are tuned. 

After this short review of the connections between the different poles 

of an experiment it might be easier to appreciate the importance of 

software organization. 

I would like to add one more comment: A software team should 

impose on itself another constraint dictated by pure aesthetic considera

tions. Given the painful and long effort required for the development of 

large programs it is important, as for any human enterprise, to consider 

the intrinsic value of the work, the beauty of the construction. Maybe 

the best comparison is with the realisation of a Japanese garden. It 

requires, I guess, a lot of imagination, a lot of work, a lot of time. 

It presents both a fantastic diversity and a harmonious unity. It 

offers here or there a few highlights linked together through a network 

of paths, none of them useless, and ... it has a few unaccessible areas 

which might hide a confused jungle! 
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ONE 15 a physic1st 1nterested 1n the dnalysis of the program 

results (refered to as physlc1st): 

The physicist is usually asklng for too much， but could reasonably 
expect， 

-Reliabi1ity and operationa1 simp1icity of the programs. 

-Good doc国間tat10l'.

ー Easeof resu1t interpretation. 

-Comp1eteness of the production chain. 

ーCorrectnessof the resu1ts， wh1ch means no ¥lrong interpretatlon 
。r，1n case of doubt， access to the alternatlve solu~10ns. 

-Accuracy of the resu1ts， which means for lnstance the best est1mate 
。fthe kinematical parameters and of their errors. 

The phys1cist 1s also expect1ng an easy adaptation of the software 

to changes 1n the hardware or 1n the runn1ng cond1tlons. 

Remark: The above classlficat10n 1s purely artificial. ln pract1ce 

1t is frequent that the constructor and the physicist are the Same person， 
that the physiclst and the program皿erare the same person. It turns out 

to be u5ual1y much better 1f lt 1s 50. 

Now， the second quest10n "what does a software tea田 expectfro田

OTHERS?" The ans¥ler depr.:nds on who the OTHERS are: 

旦盟思~ 1s the project 1eader: 

τhe software team (at 1east its coordlnator) expects 

-A strong overa11 coordinat10n with estimate of the t1me schedule and 

of the priorities. 

ー τhen，conf1dence and support. 

OTHERS are constructors: 

The software team expects 

-Information about the detai1s of construction【1ncludingthe ¥lsy 

the survey w111 be done). 

-Access to the draw1ngs. 

-Information about ca11bration and mon1tor1ng procedures (the 

cal1bration usua11y requ1res special runs， the monitoring 1s 
a quasi continuous process during the data taking). 
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笠控竪 arethose resPQnsible for data回k1ng:

1n the回 rlyphase of tbe project， the sofcware te四回pects

-A t¥lO・¥lay四国unicationwlth the on-1ine experts to prepare a 

clean interface， which should n1so contain the key for an 

unamb1guous understand1ng of the data (correspondan~e bet¥leen 

a log1cal component and the phys1cal component used at any Ooe 

time， read-out conventions.・).
-τhe guarantee that data w111 be ava11ab1e for a11 requ1red spec1a1 

stud1es. 

And， dur1ng the run， 

-Some contro1 of qua11ty of the data recorded (th15 be1ng part1y 

a150 an off-l1ne respons1b11ity). 

-An accurate report of any act10n takeo del1berately， or of the 
occureoce of any abnor田a1events， wb1cb could affect the interpretation 

of tbe data (automatic log book) 
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-As much light as possible on tbe physics a1ms (ぬenItnown 1) . 

-50me pat1ence when the product10n 5tarts， as 1t 1s very usua1 

that things look very bad at first and improve considerably， 
官1th1na few days， Once the programs are tuned. 

After this short revie¥l of the connectioos bet¥leen the different poles 

of an experiment !t might be easLer to appreciate the importance of 

software organlzation. 

1 vould 11ke to add one more comment: A software tea皿 shou1d

1mpose on 1tse1f another constralnt dictated by pure aesthetic considera・. 
" t10ns. Given the palofu1 and 10ng effort requlred for tbe development of 

1arge programs 1t is important， ss for any humao enterprise， to con51der 
the intr1nslc va1ue of the闘は， the beauty of thc constructlon. Kaybe 

the best comparison 1s w1th the rea1isst1on of a Japanese garden. It 

requ1res， 1 gue5s， a 10t of imaglnation， a lot of work， a 10t of time. 

It presents both a fantastic diversity and a har圃。n10usun1ty. lt 

offers here or there a few h1gh11ghts 1inked together through a network 

of paths， none of tbem useless， and ••• it has a few unacces51ble areas 

which m1ght h1de a confused jungle! 
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Ill The EHS Setup and Off-Line Software Organization 

The European Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS) is a facility to study 

multlhadron events in high energy interactions. 

It is a two lever arm spectrometer proposed Ly a large european 

collaboration and approved by the CERN-SPSC between 1975 and 1980. 

It is hybrid as it combines bubble chamber and counter techniques. 

Nearly completed today (Fig. 1), the EHS consists of: 

- A vercex detector. Alternatively, RCBC (a 80 cm hydrogen bubble 

chamber inside the vertex magnet Ml) used mainly for soft hadron 

physics (NA23, NA22), or HOLEBC (a high resolution 10 cm hydrogen 

bubble chamber upstream of Ml). In this second configuration the 

space inside Ml is filled with high accuracy devices like a mini 

drift chamber (MDC) and a proportional inclined chamber (PIC) 

- - A beam lever arm with two 5-plane proportional wire chambers 

- An interaction/event trigger 

- A first lever arm with a large 6-plane proportional wire chamber (W2) 

and three large 4-plane drift chambers (Dl, D2, D3) 

- A second lever arm, downstream of the auxiliary magnet M2, with 

three large 4-plane drift chambers (DA, D5, D6) 

- A quasi-complete set of particle identifiers. In the first lever 

arm, in addition to the bubble chamber itself, a silica aerogel 

Cerenkov detector (SAD) and a large drift volur.e with 320 sense 

wires for ionization measurement by sampling (ISIS). In the second 

lever arm a high temperature Cerenkov counter (FC) and a transition 

radiation detector (TRD). 

- Two lead glass electromagnetic calorimeters: An intermediate 

gamma detector (IGD) in the first lever arm and a forward gAama 

detector (FGD) in the second lever arm. 

- Two neutral calorlmeters(INC and FMC). 

In June 1980 a running-in experiment (NA16) was made with an 

incomplete setup, a provisional high resolution 20 cm bubble chamber 

(LEBC) and a provisional magnet (Ml') downstream of Ml. 

Charm particles were scanned and fully reconstructed within a year 
(4) and final results were presented at the 1982 Paris conference. 

Three years ago several Japanese universities joined the collaboration 
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and actively participated In the experiment NA23 and NA27. Dr. R. Hamatsu 

(TMU) is coordinating the work in Japan for those two experiments and 

for two years Dr. S. Kitamura (TMU) has been a most efficient collaborator 

in the software team. The NA16 results, together with preliminary results 

from MA27, experimentally confirm the expected performance of the setup 

for its most critical components: 

Holebc: Bubbles 20 (jm diameter 

space; reconstruction 10 u (in main deflection plane) 

Spectrpgeter: Ap/p **. IX for the whole range of momenta, 

mass resolution: 2.S MeV/c i. for K°, 1.1 MeV/c •>. for A* 

Gamma detectors: AE/E * 0.15//E + 0.02 in the range 2 to ,40 CeV 

for the ICD and the FGD. 

Isls: Geometrical information for through tracks: 

position <0.2 cm, direction <0.5 mrd. 

Ionization measurement AI/I i< 7Z FVHM. 

The dimension of the EHS, the use of a large variety of detectors 

with alternative configurations and the physics requirement for great 

accuracy made 'a priori' the conception and the realisation of the software 

a rather attractive Job. The developments which have taken place from 

1975 to 1980 have all been oriented towards the same goal, how to best 

satisfy the tasks reviewed in section II. 

This has required many iterations with the constructors, the survey 

group, the on-line team and the physicists. The successive steps have been: 

- the first generation of simulation programs for the preparation 

of the proposal, with special studies of acceptance and performance 

of the magnets and spectrometer. 
(3) 

- The optimization of the drift chamber geometry. 

- The composition of the team, the definition of the program main 

components and the sharing of responsibilities (about four 

people full time at CEWI, including the coordinator, and about 

eight people part-time outside in five different laboratories). 

- The choice of a programming system, PATCHY/HYDRA, which was 

considered at that time (and still is today, if not tomorrow) 

the only system able to accommodate the complexity of the EHS 

data handling. 

- The agreement on the concept of detector structure to carry all 
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III The EHS Setup and Off-Line Softwar~ Orga咽1zation

τhe European Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS) 18 a facl1ity to study 

mult1hadron events in higb energy inceractions. 

It 18 a two lever arm spectrometer proposed Ly a large european 

collaborat1on and approved by the CE~-SPSC between 1975 and 1980. 

It 1s hybrid as 1t combines bubble chamber and counter techn1ques. 

Nearly completed today (Fig， 1)， the EHS consists of: 
-A vertex detector. Alternative1y， RCBC (a 80 cm hydrogen bubb1e 

chamber inside the vertex回 gnetHl) used main1y for soft hadron 

physics (NA23， NA22)， or HOLEBC (a high res01ution 10 cm hyd玄。gen

bubb1e chamber upstream of Hl). In this second conf1gurat10n the 

space inslde M1 18 f111ed w1th h1gh accuracy d色，v1ce811lte a mlnl 

drift chamber (聞の anda proportional inc1ined chamber (PIC) 

-A beam 1ever arm with two S-plane proportional vire cha悶Ibers

-An interaction/event trigger 

-A fir8t 1ever ar田 witha large 6-p1ane proportiona1 wire chamber (W2) 

and three large 4-p1ane dr1ft chambers (01， 02， D3) 
-A second 1ever arm， do田lstrea皿 ofthe auxil1ary magnet M2， with 

three 1arge 4-plane drlft chamber8 (D4， DS， D6) 
-A quas1-comp1ete set of partic1e 1dent1fiers. In the first 1ever 

arm， 1n add1t10n to the bubb1e chamber 1tse1f， a 8i11ca aeroge1 

Cerenkov detector (SAD) and a 1arge drlft v01~e with 320 sense 

v1res for 10nizat10n measurement by samp11ng (1515). In the second 

1ever arm a high temperature Cerenkov counter (FC) and a trans1t10n 

radiation detector ('τRD). 

-Two 1ead g1ass electromagnetic ca10rimeters: An 1ntermediate 

gamma detector (IGD) 1n the first 1ever arm and a forward g，u皿a

detector (FGD)む‘ thesecond lever arm. 

-Tvo neutra1 ca10rimeters(INC and FNC}. 

ln June 1980 a running-in experiment (NA)~) was回 dew1th an 

1ncomp1ete setup， a prov1s1ona1 high reso1ution 20 cm bubb1e chamber 
(3) 

(LEBC) and a provisional回 gnet(Ml') downstre四 ofM1. 

Charm partic1es were scanned and fu11y reconstructed w1thin a year 
(4) 

and final resu1ts were presented at the 1982 Paris conference. 

Three years ago several Japanese universities joined the c011aboration 
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and act1ve1y participated 1n th~ exper1悶entNA23 and NA27. Or. R. Hamatsu 

〈古川 iscoordlnat1ng the岡山 inJapan for those t四国perimentsand 

for tvo years Dr. S. Kitamura (1削)has been a回 stefficient tollaborator 

in the sofcware team. The NA16 results. togetber wlth preli阻.inaryresults 

from NA27， experimenta11y conf1rm the expectcd performance of the setup 

for 1ts most critica1 components: 

旦込些三 Bubbles20同 diameter

spac~ reconstruction 10 ~ (in main def1ection p1ane) 

豆巴~盟主 åp旬、 1% for the whole range of回目前a，

回 目 reso1ut1on: 2.5 MeV/cも forK"， 1.1 MeVJc ~ for ・̂
Ga皿 adetector!!.: aE/E '" O. 1511E + 0.02 in the range 2 to ，40 GeV 

for tbe lCO and the FCD. 

エ互担 Ceometrica11nformatlon for through tracKs: 

posit10n <0.2 cm， d1rection <0.5 mrd. 

lon1zation messure回ental/1 '" 7%問問.

The dimens10n of the EHS， the use of a 1arge variety of detectors 

with alternat1ve configurat10n~ and the physics requ1rement for gr巴at

accuracy made 'a prio玄1・theconception and the realisation of the software 

a rather attractive job. The deve10pments wh1ch have taken p1ace from 

1975 to 1980 have a11 been oriented towards the same 80a1， how to best 
sat1sfy the tasks rev1ewed in sect10n 11. 

This has required回 nyiterat10ns wlth the constructors， the survey 
group， the on-1ine team and the physicists. The successive st包pshave been: 

-the first generation of s1mulation programs for the preparat10n 

。fthe proposa1， with specla1 studies of acceptance and performance 
(5) 。fthe magnets and spectrometer. 

(3) 
-The opt1皿izat10nof the drift cha田Ibergeometry. 

-The compos1tion of the team， the definltion of the program包ain

components and the sharing of responsibl1ities (about four 

peop1e fu11 t1me at CER1I， 1nc1uding the coord1nator. and about 
e1ght peop1e part-time outside in five different 1aboratories)， 

-The ch01ce of a programming system， PATC町 /IIYDRA，vh1ch was 

considered at that t1me (and st111 1s today， if not t。町rroll)

the on1y system able to accom回 datethe comp1exity of the EH5 

data handl1ng. 

-Tbe agreement on the concept o! detector structure to carry a11 
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geometrical and physical characteristics of the different detectors. 

- The interface on-line/off-line with several types of records (KEY, 

EVENT, STATUS, monitoring ... ). 

- The definition of the user data substructures and of their relation

ship (Input, Output and Intermediate structures). 

- A pool of 'title' factory programs for the tuning of some critical 

parameters (-»• ACCURACY). 

- The second generation of simulation programs with simulation of 

data for all devices, including bubble chamber film measurement, 

with different models of event generators (* CORRECTNESS). 

- A coherent production chain, with the.successive program steps 

PRECIS (formating), GEOHYB (BC & spectrometer), GAMIN (electro

magnetic showers), CALOR (hadron showers), PARTID (particle identi

fication) , KINEHS (kinematics) and more recently the development 

of rescue programs and, for the charm experiments, the use of 

graphic technics (+ COMPLETNESS). 

- A scheme for automatic control of those parameters which may vary 

during the run, the Title Data Base which gives both RELIABILITY 

and SIMPLICITY of operation. 

- A pool of programs to control the quality of reconstruction and 

to study the residual systematic effects {•*• ACCURACY). 

- A pool of programs for the control of data taking, by sampling 

events and processing them at the central computer through the 

CERNET link, with display of the results In the counting house. 

Host of these developments have been done in the same frame of 

work, with access, to unified data structures. This makes the EHS soft

ware somewhat unique for its coherence and its power, at least on paper. 

Fig. 2 shows the flow chart of the program chain. It was designed in 

1976 and the execution of the work has followed without any significant 

change. In practice, the maintenance, not to say the development, of 

the software has been affected by a degradation In the available manpower 

and by a lack of continuity and the situation today is far to be idyllic. 

It is instructive to try 'a posteriori' to understand why a few 

things went wrong, and to do it in fairness to collaborators whose tasks 

were often complex and who have worked very hard. Having been in 

charge of the coordination of the software from 1975 to 1981 I am of 
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course responsible for many weaknesses. But It Is difficult to judge 

objectively one's own work. 

Most often the grey or black areas correspond to developments which 

have been done without obeying the team rules. There are for instance 

at least two occasions where products have been put on the market without 

'a priori' discussions and this has caused some difficulties to integrate 

them efficiently. In other situations, parts of programs have been 

written for a specific application without any effort to generalization 

and later the job had to be redone In a slightly different context. The 

lack of continuity in the team has been most damaging, and this was 

enhanced by the lack of good documentation. 

Other sources of trouble are probably due to weaknesses in the 

overall project coordination: gadgets impossible to survey when put in 

their final position, lousy hardware read-out conventions, parts of on

line/off-line interface not defined early enough, no serious checklist 

procedure when starting the runs, reluctance of the fnyslcists to execute 

special calibration tests, errors in the design of the setup ... . 

The last, but not least, source of problems has been the occurence 

of hardware failures. These are most likely unavoidable and the software 

should be designed with enough flexibility to absorb smoothly the most 

probable illness conditions but this is always painful and sometimes 

impossible. 

IV Some Comments about Data Structures 

When the variety and the complexity of a setup increases, many 

people have to contribute to the software. Each one should be given as 

much freedom as reasonable. The need to assemble at some point in time 

the different contributions requires a great modularity of the programs 

and well defined interfaces. 

Furthermore, changes in the hardware main components, or simply the 

addiclon of a new component, and changes in the running conditions are 

very frequent with such large detectors. This is a second plea for 

modularity. 

The best way to implement modularity, if not the only way, is by 

program structuring and data structuring. 
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geometrical and phys1cal characteristics of the different detectors. 

-The interface on-line/off-line vith several types of records (KEY， 

EVENT， STA:唄JS，monitoring ・・・ ) . 

-The definition of the user data substructures and of their relation-

ship (Input， Output and Intermed1ate structures). 
-A pool of・title・factoryprograms for the tuning of some critical 
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-The second generation of simulation p玄。gramswlth simulation of ， 

data for al1 dev1ces， including bubble chamber film measurement， 

with different models of event generators (+ CORRECTNESS). 

-A coherent production chain， with the.successive program steps 

PREC1S (formating)， GEOHYB (BC & spectrometer)， GAMIN (electro-
magnetlc showers)， C品 OR(hadton showers)， PARTID (parclcle ldenti・

flcat1on)， KINEHS (kinematics) and more recently the development 
of rescue programs and， fot the charm experiments， tbe use of 
graphic technics (+ COMPL町 NESS)• 

-A scheme for automatlc control of those parameters which may vary 

during the run， the Title Data Base which gives both RELIABILITY 

and SIMPLICITY of operation. 

-A pool of programs to control the quality of reconstruction and 

to study the residual systematic effects令 ACα)RACY)• 

-A pool of progra皿sfor the control of data taklng， by sampllng 
events and processing them at the central computer through the 

CERNET link， with dlsplay of the resulcs in the countlng house. 

Most of these developments have been done in the Same frame of 

work， with acces~ to unified data structures. This makes the EH5 soft-

ware somewhat unique for its coherence and its power， at least on paper. 
Fig. 2 shows tbe flow chart of the program chain. It was deslgned in 

1976 and the execution of the york has fol1owed without any signlficant 

change. ln practi巴e，the maintenance， not to say the development， of 

the soft~are has been affected by a degradation in the available manpower 

and by a lack of continuity and the situation today is far to be idyl1ic. 

It is instruct1ve to try・aposteriori' to understand why a few 

things went wrong， and to do it ln fairness to collaborators whose tasks 
were often complex and who have worked very hard. Having been 1n 

charge of the coordination of the software from 1975 to 1981 1四。f
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course responsible for旧 nyweaknesses. But it 1s difficult to judge 

objectively one's Own闘は

Most often the grey or bl~ck areas correspond to developments which 

have been done without obeying the tea田 rules.τhereare for instance 

at least two occas10ns where products have been put on the皿arketwithout 

・aprlori' discusslons and thls has caused some dlfficulties to integrate 

the田 efficiently. ln other situations， parts of programs have been 
written for a specific app11cation without any effort to general1zation 

and later the job had to be redone 1n a slightly different context.τhe 

lack of continuity 1n the tea皿 hasbeen回 stdamaging， and th1s was 

enhanced by the lack of good docum田ltation.

Other sources of trouble are probably due to veaknesses ln the 

overal1 proj田 tcoordinatlon: gadgets知 po目 白leto四 四eywhen put 1n 

their final posit10n， lousy hardware read-out convent10ns， parts of on-
line/off・-11neinterface not deflned early enough， no serious check11st 
procedure when starting thp runs， reluctance of the ~nysicists to execute 
speclal calibration tests， errors in the design of the setup ••• • 

The last， but not least， source of problems has been the occurence 
of hardware failures. These are moSt likely unavoidable and the software 

should be designed with enough flexibl11ty to absorb s回 othlythe田ost

probable i11ness conditions but this is always painful and sometimes 
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lV 50me Comments about Data Structures 

When the va~1ety and the complexlty of a setup increases， many 
people have to contribute to the software. Each one should be g1ven as 

ハ muchfreedom as reasonable. Tile need to asse曲 leat町田 point1n time 

the different contributions requires a great田odular1tyof the programs 

and yell defined interfaces. 

Furthermore， changes ln the hardware main compon聞 t5，or simply the 

add1t10n of a new component， Bnd changes 1.主主herunn1ng condiε10n5 are 

very frequent with such large detectors. This Is a second plea for 

modular1ty. 

The best way to implement modularity， 1f not the on1y way， 15 by 
progra皿 structuringand data structuring. 
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What does program structuring mean? How Is it achieved? 

It is a very natural concept, at least for cartesian minds. In 

simple words, the cartesian approach consists of dividing a complex 

problem into more simple ones .. * and to iterate. Applied to software 

ic requires to identify functions which correspond to more and more 

elementary tasks and to precisely specify their relationships. In 

practice it leads to the definition of a pool of utility routines and of 

a pool of programs, each program being made up of one or several 'modules 

each module dealing with one or several elementary tasks. 

PATCH* with its PAM/PATCH/DECK structure but mainly with the 

possibility it offers to plug-in alternative and/or optional source code 

is a very useful tool for program structuring. The concept of PROCESSOR 

within HYDRA has been especially designed for that purpose and is also 

very helpful. 

What does data structuring mean? How is it achieved? 

Programs, or modules, are not independant objects. They have to 

share information, they have to talk to each other. Data structuring 

consists of defining those data which go logically together and of 

fixing the rules which permit access to them, so as to enable the 

communication between modules and between programs. 

Data structuring can be achieved with ordinary Fortran, by playing 

with arrays and pointers, or with specific memory managers as those 

proposed by the programming systems HYDRA and ZBOOK . There is no 

fundamental difference between both approaches, the use of a memory 

manager is simply more powerful and more friendly, and at the end more 

economical. In any case, unfortunately, the most difficult part of the 

job has to be done by the user, namely to classify the information in 

the appropriate way and to see clearly the relationship between the 

different sets of data. 

In the past, large programs have been written in Fortran with a 

high degree of memory dynamlcity, like the latest version of the bubble 

chamber geometry program THRESH. 

Today, for the complex setups with which we are concerned, it might 

still be possible to use ordinary Fortran but most likely it would 

quickly become unmanageable, because of the lack of flexibility and 

generality and also because of the amount of overhead in the user code. 
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New languages have been developped (PASCAL, ADA...) which offer more 

possibilities than Fortran for data structuring but so far none of them 

has been adapted by the high energy physics community. 

The advantage of a memory manager is to provide the user with the 

tools needed to organize and to control Che data but again, it does not 

tell the user which elementary data should be grouped together. The 

groups of data are refered to as data banks. They are stored in a 

dynamic core where they can be retrieved by simple addressing. They can 

be dropped when not wanted any longer, thus releasing space for other 

banks. They are usually chained together in data structures. 

The simplest data structure is the linear one which permits easy 

access from any one bank to the next of same type: 

—[£0—[ATJ—rrr \ in short <-B> 
Other structures can be developped which emphasize the filiation 

between banks, such as the tree structures, with or without linear 

structures: 

L, 
E F 

%3 
\ / sketched 

Y " % 
or, with 
linear 
structures 

Trees with linear structures have hardly their equivalent in nature. 

I leave it to Japanese people, whose expertise in growing trees has 

become an art, to think about itt 

Quite like the cutting of a-main tree prong, dropping a mother bank 

implies dropping of all banks which are hanging to it. Note however 

that any bank within a linear structure can be dropped separately as 

there is usually no filiation between those banks. If wanted, all banks 

of a linear structure can be dropped at once. 

The links which appear in the above structures are called structural 

links. For the reason just mentioned, the links between banks of a 
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It is a very natural con~ept ， at le4st for cartesian田inds. ln 

simple words， the cartesian approach consists of dividing a complex 

problem into more simple ones ••• Bnd to iterate. Applied to software 

ic requlres to idencify functions which correspond to臨oreand more 

elementary tasks and to precisely specify their relstionships. 1n 

practice it leads to tbe definit10n of a pool of ut111ty routines and of 

a pool of programs. each program be1ng made up of one br several ・DlOdules'"

each回 duledealing wich one or several elementary tasks. 

P，"τC!lY with its P必i/PATCH/DECKstructure but mainly with the 

possibility it offers to plug-in alternative and/or optional source code 

is a very useful tool for program structuring. The concept of PROCESSOR 

within !lYDRA ha9 been especially designed for that purpose and 18 a190 

very helpful. 

Yhat does data structuring mean? How Is lt achieved? 

Programs， or回 dules，are not lndep回 dantObject8. They have to 

share information， they have to talk to each other. Data structuring 

consists of definlng those data ‘lhlch go log1ca11y together and of 
fixing the rules which perm1t access to th回n，so as to enable the 

co岡山11cacionbecween田 du1esand between programs. 

Data structur1ng can be achieved with ordlnary Fortran， by playing 
wit~ arrays and po1nters， or with specif1c me回 ry回目gersas those 

(6) 
proposed by the progra田温lngsystems HYDRA and ZBOOK'-'. There 1s no 

fundamental difference between both approaches， the use of a memory 

田anager1s slmply即日 powerfu1 and more friendly， and at the end more 
economica1. 1n Bny case， unfortunately. the most difficu1t part of the 

job has to be done by the user. name1y to classlfy the 1nformation 1n 

th色 appropriateway and to see clear1y theτe1atlonship b色tweenthe 

different sets of data. 

10 the past， 1arge programs have been wrltten in Fortran with a 

hlgh degree of memory dynamlclty， l1ke the latest version of the bubble 
chamber geometry program THRESH. 

Today， for the complex setups with whlch we are concerned， 1t m1ght 

stl11 be posslb1e to use ordinary Fortran but most 1ike1y it wou1d 

quick1y become un四anageable.because of the lack of flexibillty and 

general1ty and a1so because of the a回 untof overhead in the user code. 
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New languages have been developped (PASCAL， ADA...) which offer町四

pos9ibilitie9 than Fortran for data structuring but 90 far none of them 

has been adopted by the hlgh energy physlcs Co皿 unity.

τhe advantage of a memory manager is to provlde tha user vith the 

tools needed to organlze and to control the data but agaln， it does not 
te11 the user which elementary data 6'ト。u1dbe grouped together.τhe 

groups of data are refered to dS data banks. They are 8略。red1n a 

dyna皿lccore where they can be retr1eved by si皿p1eaddressing. They can 

be dropped when not wanted any longer， thus releoslng space for other 
banks.τhey are usual1y chained together 10 data structures. 

The sl図ple9tdata structure 1s the linear one wh1ch permits easy 

aCCess from any one bank to the next of some type: 

一五日-@壬-rm 1n short Lo 
Other structures can be developped wh1ch empnaslze the fl11at1on 

betweeo bBnks， such as the tree structures， with or without 1inear 
structures: 

as 

。r.with 
110回 r
structures 

Trees with 11near structures have hard1y thelr equ1valent 1n nature. 

1 1eave lt to Japanese people. whose expert1se in grow1ng t玄eeshas 

become an art， to think about 1tl 
Qulte 11ke the cutt1ng of a・回intree prong， dropplng a mother bank 

implies dropping of al1 banks which are hang1ng to 1t・Notehowever 

that any bank wlth1n a linear structure can be dropped separately as 

there 1s u5ual1y no fl110t10n between those banks. lf wonted. a11 banks 

of a linear structure can be dropped at once. 

The links which appear 1n the above structures are ca11ed structura1 

links. For the reason just mentioned. the links between banks of a 
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linear structure have a specific nature. They are usually refered to 

as horizontal links, the others being the vertical links. Note that the 

linear structures in ZBOOK are pseudo sti- '.jres as there is no explicit 

horizontal link in the banks themselves. 

In many applications there is a real benefit to consider another 

type of link. For instance, some hank within a structure may have to 

make reference to other banks from the same structure or from other data 

structures, without implying any filiation. This type of link is 

called a reference link. 

When dropping a bank, any bank which can be accessed from it through 

a reference link has to stay alive of course, unless it also has some 

structural connection with the mother bank dropped. 

Hydra is the only system whose memory manager can handle, with some 

generality, banks which contain structural and reference links. 

- A data structure with both types of links can be sketched as follows 

^ where X belongs to 
I l~ another structure 

Nature provides us with trees which exhibit about the s<.me features: 

the Bunian, a superb Indian tree, with its apparent multi-tree configura

tion and its network of aerian 'roots' might be the best candidate! 

The last part of this section will be devoted to three examples of 

structures used in the EHS software: 

The Detector structure (Fig. 3) 

All components of the setup are classified in Detector SETS, each 

containing one or several MODULES, each containing zero, one or several 

ELEMENTS. The corresponding DS/DM/DE structure contains the description 

of the geometrical and physical characteristics of the setup. 

There is one set for each of the following components: Upstream 

lever arm, bubble chamber, magnet Ml, first spectrometer lever arm, 

magnet H2, second spectrometer lever arm, HDC, PIC, SAD, ISIS, ICD, INC, 

FC, TRD, FGD and FNC. 

Extension banks DSX and DMX, respectively for the DS and for the 

DM, have been introduced to give more flexibility. They are identified 

by their first word of data which contains a unique type for information 
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retrieval. When needed, a DS can make reference to a bank RTF which 

contains the transformation parameters between the proper DS reference 

system and any system chosen as a basic reference system. Secondary 

transformations from one DS to another one (both expressed in non-basic 

reference systems) can be stored in RTS banks. The DS link to the RTP 

is a reference link, just for reasons of convenience. It could as well 

have been a structural link. 

The Event structure (Fig. 4) 

This holds the whole information concerning an event: The Input 

formated raw data or eventually preprocessed data, the event reconstruction 

results with detailed information on the spectrometer tracks which have 

been successfully linked to the bubble chamber tracks ('hybridized' tracks), 

on the left-over spectrometer tracks ('hanging' tracks) and on the electro

magnetic and hadronlc showers. For simulation events It also gives the 

original event characteristics and details of the simulation processes. 

This is most useful for program debugging to be able to step by step 

compare the behaviour and performance of the reconstruction programs 

with events whose characteristics are well known. The more sophisticated 

the simulation can be the greater is the benefit. 

From the start of the tree, the 11T bank, one can access: 

- A LOG chain where the history of each program step can be stored 

- The bubble chamber f ilia measurement tree (VW chain). 

- The formated raw data (RE chains) for the proportional wire 

chambers and the drift chambers, for the electromagnetic and 

hadronic calorimeters, for the particle identifiers. 

- The preprocessed data from the ISIS pattern recognition program 

SPIRES. 

- The event geometrical and kinematical results (PF chain). 

- The spectrometer hybridized tracks (DPF/DTF chain). 

- The spectrometer hanging tracks (DTF chain). 

- The impacts in the PWC's and DC's, both the ones used in the 

reconstructed tracks and the unused ones (EH chain). 

- The reconstructed showers (SHW, SHWN chains). 

And finally, for simulated data, the description of the generated 

event (PF chain), the details of track following (UFO chain) and 

the simulated Impacts in the PWC's and DC'a (EH chain). 

The DTF substructure (Fig. 5) 
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hor1zontal l1nk in the banks themselves. 

In回 nyapp11cations there 1s a real beneflt to consider another 

type of 11nk. For lnstance， some bank w1th1n a structure may have to 

四akereference to other banks from the same 8tructure or from other data 

9tructures， without imp1ying any filiat10n. Thls type of link 19 

cal1ed a reference link. 

When dropping a bank， any bank which can be accessed from it through 

a reference 1ink has to， stay a1ive of course， uoleユsit a1so has some 

structural cannection vith the mothe玄 banlc.dropped. 

Hydra is the 001y system whose memory manager can handle， with田 me

generallty， banks which contaln structural ~主 reference 11nks. 
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Nature provides us with trees which exhibit about the s“皿efeatures: 

the Bunlan， a superb Indlan tree， with its apparent multl-tree conf1gura-
tion and lts network of aer1an 'roots' mlght be the best candidatel 

The 1ast part of th1s sect10n w111 be devoted to three examples of 

structures used 1n the EHS software: 

The Detector structure (Fig・3)

All co田ponen~s of the setup are class1fied 1n Detector SETS， each 
conta1n1ng one or severa1 MODULES， each conta1nlng zero， one or several 
E 悶 ENTS. The corresponding D5/DM/DE structure contalns the descr1ptlon 

of the ge叩 etricaland physical character1stics of the setup. 

There is one set for each of the f0110wing components: Upstream 

lever arm， bubble chamber，国耳目etM1， f1rst spectr四 eterlever arm， 
mag前 tM2， second spectrometer 1ever arm， MDC， PIC， S岨， ISIS， ICD， INC， 

FC， TRD， FGD and FNC. 
Extens10n banks DSX and DHX， respect1vely for the DS and for the 

DM， have been lntroduced to give more f1ex1bi11ty. Th氾yare identified 

by their first回 rdof data山 ichcontains a unique type for information 
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retdc.al. ¥Ih四 needed，a DS cun make reference to a bank RTP which 

contains the transformation parumeter8 between the proper DS玄eference

system and any system chosen sS a basic reference syscem. Secondary 

transformations from one DS to nnother one (both expressed 1n non-basic 

referen直esystems) can be Btored in ~τS banks. The DS link to the RTP 

is a refeまencelink， just for reasons of convenience. It c淘uldsS well 

have been a structural link. 

The Event struほtur~ (Fig. 4) 

τhis holds the whole 1nfo~tion 四ncerning an event: The lnput 

formated raw data or eventually preprocessed data， the event Teconstruct1on 

resu1ts凶 thdetai1ed in{ormation an the sp田 E四 四tertracks which have 

been successful1y 11nked to tbe bubb1e chamber tτa巴.1ts(・hybrldlz包4・tr縄c.1ts)，

on the 1eft-over spectrometer tracks ('hanging' tracks) and on the electro-

magnetic曲、dhadron1c showers. For simu1ation events lt a1so glves the 

origina1 event characteristics and detalls of th，き simulationprocesses. 

This is皿ostuseful for program debugging to be able to step by step 

compare the behavl刷 rand perfo~mance of the reconstructlon programs 

with events叫losecharacteristlcs are we11 known. The回目 sophlstlcated

the simulation can be the greater is the benefit. 

From the start of the tree， the HT bank， one can access: 
-A LDG chain where the history of each program step can be stored 

-τhe bubb1e chamber f11m ~asur四回t tree (VW chain). 

ーτheformated raw data (RE chains) for the propo~tiona1 w1re 

chambers回 dthe drift chambers， for the electro回 gneticand 

hadronic ca1orimeters， for the partic1e identlf1ers. 
-The preprocessed data from the 1515 pattern re∞goition progra.m 

SPlRES. 

-The event geometr1cal and .1tinematica1 re剖 1ts(l'F chaln). 

-The spect回 目terhybridi~ed tracks (DPF/DTF cha1n). 

-The spectrometer hanging tracks (DTF chain)， 

-The 1mpacts in the PWC's ond DC ・s，both the ones used 1n the 

reconstructed tracks and the unused ones (回 chain).

-The reconstructed sho開 rs(SHW. SIIWN chains). 

And f1na11y， for simulated data， th直 de9criptionof the generated 

event (PF chain)， the detoils of trock fo1lowing (UFO chaln) and 
the s1mulated impacts 1n the P叩 '9and DC・G (EH chain). 

The DTF substructur~ (Fig. S) 
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This Is a typical, somewhat unorthodox, example of an elementary 

data structure which permits a great program modularity. The mother 

bank, Che DTF, describes a track In the spectrometer. In addition to 

the horizontal link, which gives access to the other tracks. It has two 

vertical links which hold the EMA chain and the DTFX chain. Note that 

the EMA linear structure is made of banks referencing other banks which 

differ both in nature and in number. The EMA banks describe the structural 

components of the current track. Each one is identified by the first 

word of data which contains a unique type. The EMA of type 1, for 

instance, gives the details of the space impacts and of the individual 

hits used by the track.' This is why it makes reference to intermediate 

EM banks where the space impacts are stored and, through the EM banks, 

to the RE banks which contain the raw data, the original wire hits. The 

impacts in the EM banks are obtained in a stand-alone preliminary step 

before they are combined to form track segments. Their definition and 

coordinates may differ from those of the corresponding impact as used in 

a track context. In this last case the impact definition is more precise, 

permitting for instance resolution of an original left-right ambiguity 

for a hit with a small drift time in a given chamber plane. The contents 

of the EM bank should not be altered as the same impact could be used 

again in an attempt to reconstruct other tracks. Instead, the character

istics of the impacts used for a given Crack are stored in the EMA bank. 

The same remarks apply to the other types of EMA banks, for Instance the 

one used to establish the connection with ISIS or, when the particle 

gives a shower, for the connection with the Comma Detectors. 

The DTFX chain contains all kinds of intermediate results which one 

wants, or needs, .to transmit from module to module and from program to 

program. The DTFX banks can be considered as dynamic extensions of the 

DTF. As the EMA banks, they are unambiguously Identified by the first 

word of data vhich contains a unique type. As examples of DTFX let us 

mention the DTFX of type 2 which contains the results of the spectrometer 

track fit and the DTFX of type 3 which contains the go-called long term 

track predictions, which permit the correlation with the detectors around 

the spectrometer like ISIS or the Gamma Detectors. 

As one can see, the DTF structure contains a lot of information, 

accumulated at different stages of the definition of a track. When 

transmitted on output tape, that Information can be processed through 
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special control programs in order to Study the- systematic effects, for 

Instance by histogramming the differences between predicted and observed 

values of some parameter. Such an operation cannot be done in-line in 

the reconstruction program as the relevant part of coding will most 

likely be entered not only for the good tracks but also for candidates 

which happen to be eliminated later. The extraction of the information 

can take place only at the end when the best final selection has been 

made. This is a justification for the somewhat complex contents of 

these data banks. 

The analysis of NA16 has given many illustrations of the validity 

of this approach. One example is the detection of a survey error for 

the location of one chamber. Another example is the correction brought 

to T°, the drift chamber 'zero drift time'. Initially obtained from a 

separate study of the through beam tracks, T turned out to be affected 

by a widening of the pulse shape due to space charge in the beam region. 

V Conclusion 

There is little doubt that off-line software should be considered 

as one of che corner scones of future experiments. It requires a lot of 

thought, a lot of effort, a lot of support. Of course the ambitions 

have to be adapted to the means available, but In the early phase one 

should try hard Co adapt the means to the ambitions! 

There Is no chance of real success without a team and without a 

complete consensus between Its members. 

Program structuring and data structuring seem to be necessary. The 

definition of data structures and the contents of banks require special 

care. But there are other critical problems, uneasy to solve, like the 

best way to handle parameters which vary during the run. 

There Is a great benefit to develop, in the same frame of work, the 

simulation programs, the reconstruction programs and the graphics 

analysis programs. 

A good documentation of the software is essential. May be lc 

should be circulated before the programs are released and updated every 

time a new program version is dispatched. 
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Th1s 1s a typ1ca1. somewhat unorthodox. examp1e of ao e1ementary 

data s巴ructure~h1ch perm1ts a great prog玄am富田dula玄1ty. The mother 

bank. the DTF. describes a track 1n the spectro同eter. In add1t1on t。
the horlzonta1 11nk， whl巳hgives access to the other tracks. it has包wO

vertica1 11nks wh1ch ho1d toe EMA chain and the DTFX chain. Note that 

the EHA 1inear structure is made of banks refe玄enc1ngother banks which 

diffe主 bothin nature and in number. The EHA banks describe the structura1 

composents ofεhe current track. Each one 15 ident1f1ed by εhe first 

word of data which contalns a unique type. The EHA of type 1， for 
instance. gives the detal1s of the space lmpacεs and of the individua1 

ti乞sused by the track.' Th1s 1s why it makes reference to interoediate 

EM banks .. h色rethe space impacts are stored and， through the EM banks， 
[0 the RE banks which conta1n the raw data. the original wire hits. The 

impacts io the EM banks are obtained in a stand-alone preliminary step 

before they are comb1ned to form track seg司ents・The1rdefinlt10n and 

coordinates may dlffer fro田 thoseof the correspond1ng 1mpact as used 1n 

a Lrack context. 1n this 1ast case the impact def1nlt1on 1s more prec1se. 

permitt1ng fOT instance resolution of an original left-right ambigulty 

for a hit vith a田 811dr1ft tlme 1n a given chamber p1anc. The contents 

of the EM bank should not be altered as the s副陣 impactcould be used 

again 1n an attempt to reconstruct other tracks. 1nstead. the character-

istics of the impacts used for a given track are stored in the E削 bank.

The same remarks apply to the other types of Ef仏 banks，for instance the 

one used to estab1ish the connection ..ith 1515 or， when the part1cle 

gives a shower. for the connection vith the Ga園田 Detectors.

The DTFX chain contalns a11 kinds of intermed1ate results which one 

wants， or needs， .to transm1t from modu1e to modu1e and froM progra皿 t。
program. The DTFX banks can be considered as dynam1c extens10ns of the 

DTF. As the EMA banks. they are unambiguous1y identif1ed by the flrst 

word of data ~hich conta1ns s unique type. As exampl旬。fDTFX let us 

田ent10nthe DTFX of type 2 wh1ch contains the results of the spectrometer 

track fit and the DTFX of type 3 wh1ch conta1ns the 80-ca11ed 10ng term 

track predict10ns， wbich permit the correlation ..1th the detectors around 
the spectrometer 1ike 1515 or the Gam皿aDetectors. 

As one can see. the DTF structure contains a 10t of 1nformatlon. 

accumu1ated at d1fferent stages of the defin1tlon of a track. When 

transm1tted on output tape. that informat10n can be processed through 
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gpecia1 四 ntrolprograms 1n order to otudy tb~ systematic effect9， for 
instance by histog四回ningthe differences between pred1cced and ob時四ed

va1ues of some parameter. 5uch 3n operation cannot be done 1n-11ne 1n 

the reconstn皿 t10nprogram as the relevant part of cOd1ng v111 most 

11ke1y be entered not on1y for the good tracks but a180 for cand1dates 

.. h1ch happen to be ellmlnated 1ater. 百leextractlon of the 1nformatlon 

can take p1ace only at the end when the best fina1 selection bas been 

made. Thls is a justif1cat10n for the町 田whatcompl回目ntencsof 

these data banks. 

The analyais of NAl6 has g1ven many 111ustrations of the val1dlty 

of th1s approach. 伽leexaMple 19 the detection of a加 rveyerror for 

the locat1on of one cha曲目. Anatn眠時ample1s Che∞rrectlon brought 

to TO• the drlft cbamber 'zero dr1ft t1me'・1n1t1811yobta1ned from 8 
o 

separate study of th息 throughbeam tracks. T
V 

turned out to be affected 

by a widening of the pulse shape due to space cbarge 1n the beam reglon. 

V Conclusion 

There 1s 11tt1e doubt that off-1ine sof口.areshould be considered 

aS one of the corner stones of future experiments. It requires a lot of 

thought. a 10t of effort. a lot of support. Of course the血 blt10Ds

bave to be adapted to the means aval1able. but 1n the early phase one 

shou1d try bard to 8dapt the means to the amb1t10nsl 

There 1s no chance of real success without a teau皿 dvithout a 

complete consensus het..een 1ts members. 

program strqctur1ng snd da;ta; structuring seem to be necessary. The 

defin1t10n of data st玄ucturesand the contents of banks require specla1 

care. But there are other critlca1 prob1ems. uneasy to sOlve， like the 
best way to handle para国 tersVhlch vary during the run. 

There 1s a great benef1t to deve10p， 1n the some frame of work， tbe 
simu1ation programs. the reconstructlon programs ond tbe grapblcs 

ana1ysis programs. 

A good documencacion of tbe softwore i8 essent1al. Hay be ic 

sbould be circulated before the programs are re1eased and updated every 

t1me a new program ver8ion 18 dlspatched. 
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These are simple conclusions. They don't have the enlightenment 

nor che permanence of Che teaching of Buddha! They might nevertheless 

have some validity for the organization of the software in future large 

experimental setups. 
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Figure captions 

1. Present version of EHS ulch HOLEBC or RCBC 

2. EHS off-line program chain 

3. The Detector structure 

4. The Event structure 

5. The DTF substructure 
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THE DETECTOR STRUCTURE 
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THE DTF SUBSTRUCTURE 
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